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We exist to create human-driven innovations
that defy barriers to make a better world for all.

Creating lifestyle of tomorrow Unparalleled versatilityConnected living

Do
what
you

can’t
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Grey

SM-P615

Rear camera - 8.0MP
Front camera - 5.0MP

26.31cm (10.4”) TFT display  

49.2GB expandable up to 1TB

7040mAh

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery
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With long-lasting battery life, 
expandable microSD and fast LTE and 
WiFi speeds.
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Never pause the game6

With a cinema-like 26.31cm (10.4") 
screen and dual speakers.

Go big on entertainment 5

Slim and light, fitting comfortably in 
your bag. Flaunt it in Oxford Grey, 
Angora Blue or Chiffon Pink.

Wrap it in the magnetic and sleek 
Galaxy Tab S6 Lite book cover.

Light. Thin. Fits right in.3 Carry with confidence and style4

With a 26.31 cm (10.4") display, in-box 
S Pen and a slim, lightweight build.

Change the way you note1

-With natural grip, low latency, and 
impressive pressure-sensitivity, as 
well as a magnetic holder.

Draw inspiration with S Pen2
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Silver Black

SM-T295

Rear camera - 8.0MP
Front camera - 2.0MP

20.31cm (8.0”) TFT display

21.3GB expandable up to 512GB

5100mAh

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery

Galaxy Tab A



Images simulated. *Availability of YouTube Premium may vary by country or region. Users must subscribe to a YouTube Premium account to enjoy all its benefits. YouTube Premium free trial available only for 2 months.
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Your digital playground1 Designed to be carried2

Create a safe environment for your 
children to explore the possibilities 
with Samsung Kids Home.

Slim and weighing just 347 grams, it’s 
easy to carry anywhere. Choose from 
black or silver to fit your style.

5100mAh

Unchallenged battery life3 Process fast. Store more.4

With the 5100mAh battery, forget 
about charger for long periods of time.

With 2GB of RAM and the latest 
Android P OS, plus 32GB of storage 
expandable to 512GB.

Stay entertained5

Uninterrupted viewing experience with dual speakers, 1280x800 pixel display
and a free YouTube Premium subscription*.
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Dark Grey Silver

SM-T505

Rear camera - 8.0MP

26.31cm (10.4") WUXGA+ display

32GB expandable up to 1TB

7040mAh

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery



Images simulated. *Measured diagonally as a full rectangle without accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners and camera hole. ^T&C apply. Availability of YouTube
Premium may vary by country or region. Users must subscribe to a YouTube Premium account to enjoy all its benefits. **Typical value based on testing under third-party lab conditions. Rated capacity is 7040mAh.
15W AFC (Adaptive Fast Charging) charger sold separately.
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The bigger picture1 Cinematic sound experience2

For all the binging 5 Super power6

A 26.31cm* (10.4") screen with narrow 
bezels for maximum viewing screen 
and maximum comfort.

Quad stereo speakers with Dolby 3D 
Atmos surround sound to provide a 
truly cinematic experience.

Designed to impress3 High on performance4

7mm slim and durable with a full 
metal, unibody design. Available in 
two classic colors.

32GB built in storage for all your 
hi-resolution videos, photos and files. 
You can then expand it up to 1TB.

Enjoy free^ subscription of YouTube 
Premium, Netflix and Spotify for
2 months with Galaxy Tab A7.

The massive 7040mAh** battery 
means more fun and less breaks.



Images simulated. *15W Adaptive Fast Charging Charger sold separately.

Grey

SM-T225

22.05cm (8.7”)

5100mAh with 15W adaptive fast charging*

3GB + 32GB

MediaTek MT8768T (Octa-Core 2.3GHz + 1.8GHz)

Rear – 8 MP (AF), Front – 2MP

Display

Battery

Memory

Processor

Camera



More style, more portability1 Convenient one-handed usage2

8.0mm thin and 371g light sleek tab 
with a 22.05cm (8.7”) display.

Gesture-based menu. Dozens of 
functions for easy navigation.

Digital learning playground5

Samsung kids for a child-friendly environment with parental control.
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Carry your personal theatre3 Store more and more4

Less bezel for more display. Dual 
speakers with Dolby Atmos sound.

1TB storage with expandable microSD 
card to store all that you love.
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Samsung Wearables
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Galaxy Watch4



Silver Black

Image simulated. For representational pupose only. *IP ratings based on test conditions, not suitable for diving or high-pressure water activities. Not advised for beach use. If hands or the device are wet, thoroughly dry prior to use. 

Screen size

Connectivity

Durability

Battery

Dial: 4.4cm (1.7”)
Screen:  1.4”

BT 5.0 / Wi Fi 2.4GHz and
5GHz / NFC / GPS

• Corning gorilla glass DX
• Armour aluminium body
• IP68, 5ATM & MIL STD 810G
   water resistance*

361 / 247 mAh with fast charging

Galaxy Watch4



Image simulated. For representational pupose only. Product only for general health and fitness purposes. Not certified medically.

With body composition monitoring,
don’t just listen to your body. Know it.

1

Track your fitness progress with the first ever smartwatch to conveniently 
measure body composition - our greatest innovation on a Galaxy Watch yet. 
Knowing your body fat percentage, skeletal muscle, body water content & more 
made possible with the new Samsung BioActive sensor & superfast chipset. 
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Name a workout. It can track it.2

Track more than 90 different workouts with daily activity & fitness tracking on 
Galaxy Watch4. Counts steps, check calories, and stay on the grid with GPS. 

Fitness is way more fun with family and friends. Enjoy the Group Fitness Challenge 
to track your steps together to earn commemorative badges and points. 

Your workout buddies have your back!3

Image simulated. For representational pupose only. Product only for general health and fitness purposes. Not certified medically.



Image simulated. For representational pupose only. Third Party Logos shown are registered marks of respective third parties.

Most holistic sleep tracking ever on a watch.4

Advanced sleep tracking system accurately tracks various sleep stages, blood 
oxygen levels, and snoring patters (if at all). Along with advanced sleep insights 
from USA’s National Sleep Foundation for better sleep quality and duration. 

The first smartwatch with Wear OS powered by 
Samsung, Galaxy Watch4 puts seamless 
access to your favorite apps on your wrist. 
You'll get a rich app selection including the 
Google app suit and a massive library of music 
streaming and health apps. 

Also enjoy a seamless 
connectivity with Samsung 
Galaxy devices. Control ANC on 
Galaxy Buds2 or enable apps 
on your phone straight from 
your watch. 
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It’s a real team player5



Image simulated. For representational pupose only.

Design comes full circle6

Go for a sleek, seamless finish 
Be it at your gym, office or at a party the 
streamlined Armor Aluminum metal 
body of the Galaxy Watch4 is sure to 
make a statement.

Or a truly timeless classic
With the iconic rotating bezel, a 
high-end stainless steel body, and a 
refined design the Watch4 brings 
utmost sophistication to your wrist.

A new day, a new watch face.7

A variety of different analog and digital watch faces to match every outfit, mood, 
or occasion. Spice up your style further with AR emojis or animated graphics to 
show what you’re up to. 
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Phantom Black
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2-way speaker with 11mm woofer
and 6.5mm tweeter

Bluetooth v5.0

Accelerometer, Gyro, Proximity,
Hall, Touch, Grip, VPU

6.3g

5.02 x 5.0 x 2.78cm
(50.2 x 50.0 x 27.8mm)

Sound

Bluetooth
version

Sensor

Earbud
weight

Case
dimension

(HxWxD)



Image simulated. *360 Audio and Dolby Head Tracking™ support may vary depending on app and content.

Drown out the noise1 Conversation-friendly2

Adjust the ANC level based on your 
surroundings to optimise 
noise-cancellation.

Automatically turn down volume and 
adjust microphone for your 
conversations.

Takes you in4 Tangle-free listening5

With 360 Audio technology* and 
Dolby Head Tracking technology to 
adjust sound to your movements.

With pro-grade technology and 
Intelligent ANC, switch between 
noise-cancelling and ambient sound.

reduces occlusion for
spacious audio

Air vent

Lose yourself in sound3

From the highest treble to the deepest bass, notes come through beautifully, 
thanks to custom-built 2-way speakers with sound by AKG. And with content 
in Dolby Atmos®, hear every detail with greater clarity.

2-way speakers
with bigger driver
for balanced sound and wide frequency response
• 11mm woofer for full bass
• 6.5mm tweeter with low distortion
for silky treble, clean sound and a wide sound stage



Image simulated. *The location of the lost device found with SmartThings Find is the approximate location where the lost device's signal was detected. SmartThings Find application is only available on Galaxy devices with
Android 8 or later. **Auto Switch feature only available on Galaxy smartphones and tablets with OneUI 3.1 or later. Certain devices and applications may not support Auto Switch.

Personalised assistance7 100% lose-proof8

With a simple, "Hi Bixby", speak to 
your smart assistant and manage 
your day hands-free.

With the SmartThings* app and 
Offline finding, locating misplaced 
buds is easy.

Buds with buds9 Sleek and timeless10

Connect with friends and share audio 
easily.

Choose between the three stunning 
Phantom shades; Violet, Black and 
Silver.
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6 Switch it up without a hitch

Auto Switch** technology detects which device's audio needs to be prioritised 
and automatically switches to it.



Power to keep the beat going11

With up to 5 hours of listening-time on ANC and up to 13 hours in the case, 
giving you up to 28 hours* total.

Let it rain The right fit is right here

Galaxy Buds Pro are IPX7# rated. The 
highest standard of water resistance 
in Galaxy Buds.

Designed to fit your ears perfectly, 
without pain or pressure build-up.

13 14

Charge up fast12

With Wireless** PowerShare from your Galaxy smartphone, and an hour of 
battery life for every five minutes of fast charging.

Image simulated. *Earbuds and case provide up to 28 hours of battery life when the case is charged to 100%. Based on internal testing. Audio playback time tested by pairing a pre-production Galaxy Buds Pro to a recently 
released Galaxy smartphone with default settings except ANC and Ambient mode off. Play time may vary based on settings. **Wireless PowerShare function is available on few galaxy devices. If the smartphone's battery 
power is less than 30%, Wireless PowerShare may not function. #IPX7 is based on laboratory test conditions for submersion in up to 1 meter of fresh water for up to 30 minutes. Not advised for beach or pool use. Charging 
case is not water resistant. If placed into the charging case without drying, the earbuds may be damaged.



Contact us

feedback.bd@samsung.com

08000 300 300 (Toll free)

All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Products shown herein are for 
representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Registered address: Samsung lndia Electronics Pvt. Ltd. – Bangladesh branch
5th floor, Simple Tree Anarkali, 89 Gulshan Avenue, FAX Gulshan Dhaka 1212, Bangladesh.

Follow us
Samsungbangladesh                  Samsungbangladesh                   Samsungbangladesh
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